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ROSETTE HARMONIC MAPPINGS
JANE MCDOUGALL AND LAUREN STIERMAN
Abstract. A harmonic mapping is a univalent harmonic function of one com-
plex variable. We define a family of harmonic mappings on the unit disk whose
images are rotationally symmetric ”rosettes” with n cusps or n nodes, n ≥ 3.
These mappings are analogous to the n-cusped hypocycloid, but are modified
by Gauss hypergeometric factors, both in the analytic and co-analytic parts.
Relative rotations by an angle β of the analytic and anti-analytic parts lead
to graphs that have cyclic, and in some cases dihedral symmetry of order n.
While the graphs for different β can be dissimilar, the cusps are aligned along
axes that are independent of β. For certain isolated values of β, the boundary
function is continuous with arcs of constancy, and has nodes of interior angle
pi/2 − pi/n instead of cusps.
1. Introduction
We introduce the rosette harmonic mappings, analogous to the n-cusped hypocy-
cloid mappings. For each integer n where n ≥ 3, we obtain a family of mappings,
that in many instances have only cyclic rather than dihedral symmetry. The map-
pings have n cusps, or in some cases n nodes rather than cusps. It is interesting
to consider one particular mapping for each n in which the boundary of the map-
ping is continuous, but with arcs of constancy. Our main goal is to establish the
univalence of the rosette harmonic mappings. Additionally we describe the loca-
tion and orientation of cusps and nodes. We also define a fundamental set from
which the full graph of a rosette mapping can be reconstructed, which is useful for
computational efficiency.
We begin by establishing some notation and standard terminology associated
with planar harmonic mappings. A harmonic mapping f is a complex valued
univalent harmonic function defined on a region in the complex plane C. Harmonic
mappings can be arrived at in a variety of ways, for example by adding different
harmonic functions together, or by using the Poisson integral formula, and more re-
cently by using the shear construction, first described in [CSS84]. Univalence is not
guaranteed however, except for in the latter approach. For any harmonic mapping
f, we write f = h + g¯ where h and g are analytic, and call h and g the analytic
and co-analytic parts of f , respectively. The decomposition is unique up to the
constant terms of h and g, and h+ g¯ is known as the canonical decomposition
of f . Our mappings are defined on U, the open unit disk in the complex plane.
The Jacobian Jf of f is given by Jf (z) = |fz (z)|2 − |fz¯ (z)|2 = |h′ (z)|2 − |g′ (z)|2.
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We say that f is sense-preserving if Jf (z) > 0 in U. A theorem of Leˇwy [Lew36]
states that a harmonic function f is locally one-to-one if Jf is non-vanishing in
U . Thus f is locally one-to-one and sense-preserving if and only if |g| < |h| and
thus, there exists a meromorphic function known as the analytic dilatation of f,
given by ωf (z) = g
′/h′. Note that the analytic dilatation is related to the complex
dilatation µf = g¯
′/h′ from the theory of quasiconformal mappings. We refer here
to ωf (z) simply as the dilatation of f - for more information see [Dur04] and
[BDM+12].
The rosette harmonic mappings of Definition 3.5 are modifications of a simple
harmonic mapping known as the hypocycloid harmonic mapping, with image under
the unit disk bounded by a n-cusped hypocycloid. The symbol ∂A here denotes
the topological boundary of the set A.
Example 1.1. Let n ∈ N, n ≥ 3. The hypocycloid harmonic mapping is defined
on U by fhyp (z) = z+
1
n−1 z¯
n−1 with analytic and co-analytic parts z and 1n−1z
n−1.
The dilatation is ωf (z) = z
n−2 and Jf (z) = 12 −
∣∣z¯n−2∣∣2 = 1 − ∣∣z2n−4∣∣ . Clearly
Jf (z) > 0 in U so f is locally one to one. It is also univalent on U (see for instance
[Dur04] or [BDM+12]). Upon extension to U¯ , we can consider the boundary curve
f
(
eit
)
, which for n = 4 is the familiar astroid curve from calculus. We consider
the boundary extension fhyp
(
eit
)
= eit + 1n−1e
−i(n−1)t which has singular points
(where the derivative is 0 ) precisely when t = 2kπ/n , k = 1, 2, ..., n. The left of
Figure 1 shows the image of U¯ under fhyp for n = 6, where fhyp maps the unit
circle ∂U onto a 6-cusped hypocycloid.
-1
1
hypocycloid
-1
1
rosette f0
Figure 1. Images of a regular polar grid in U under the 6-cusped
hypocycloid (left) and a 6-cusped rosette mapping (right) defined
by f0 (z) = z 2F1
(
1
2 ,
1
12 ;
13
12 ; z
12
)
+ 15 z¯
5
2F1
(
1
2 ,
5
12 ;
17
12 ; z
12
)
The rosette harmonic mappings introduced here can be viewed as modifications
of the hypocycloid mappings, and are formulated by incorporating Gauss hypergeo-
metric 2F1 factors into the analytic and co-analytic parts. The rosette mappings fβ
will be defined in Section 3, but an example of a 6-cusped rosette mapping appears
on the right of Figure 1. In comparison with cusps of the 6-cusped hypocycloid, the
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rosette has cusps that are more ”pointy”. Figure 4 indicates further examples of
rosette mappings for n = 6 in which the images of the unit disk may have rotational
but not reflectional symmetry. The process by which we obtain rosette mappings
with essentially different features is by rotating the analytic and co-analytic parts
relative to one another.
This article is organized as follows: In Section 2, the properties of the 2F1
hypergeometric functions utilized in the definition of the rosette harmonic map-
pings are described. In Section 3, the rosette harmonic mappings are defined and
their rotational and reflective symmetries are explored. In Section 4 we describe
the boundary and arcs and the nodes and cusps seen there. In particular, we high-
light a remarkable situation in which the analytic and co-analytic parts ”cancel”
on ∂U, leading to arcs of constancy in the extension to the boundary. This has sig-
nificant consequences for the associated minimal surface that lifts from this map,
as described in [AM20]. In Section 5 we use the argument principle for harmonic
functions to show that the rosette harmonic mappings are in fact univalent. We
also describe a computationally efficient way to construct the image of the unit disk
by using rotations of a smaller ”fundamental set”.
2. Hypergeometric functions
We begin by defining two Gauss hypergeometric 2F1 functions.
Definition 2.1. Let U denote the unit disk. For n ≥ 2 and z ∈ U¯ , consider the
Gauss 2F1 hypergeometric functions
Hn (z) = 2F1
(
1
2
,
1
2n
, 1 +
1
2n
, z
)
Gn (z) = 2F1
(
1
2
,
1
2
− 1
2n
,
3
2
− 1
2n
, z
)
for n ≥ 2. Note that when n = 2 that G2 = H2.
By the Corollary in [MS61], Hn and Gn map the unit disk onto a convex region.
Since Hn (0) = Gn (0) = 1, the convex regions Hn (U) and Gn (U) contain 1. Thus
Hn and Gn can be considered to be perturbations of the constant function of unit
value. In Figure 2 where n = 6, one can see the distortion from unity in H6 (z)
and G6 (z) . The reflectional symmetry in the real axis is also apparent. These
and further properties of the hypergeometric functions Hn and Gn are stated in
Proposition 2.2.
1 1.4
-0.1
0
0.1
H6
1 1.4
-0.1
0
0.1
G6
Figure 2. Images of a polar grid in U under H6 and G6.
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Proposition 2.2. Let n ≥ 3.
(i) The Taylor coefficients cm of Hn (z) and dm of Gn (z) are given by the formula
cm = Am
1
2mn+ 1
and dm = Am
n− 1
n (2m+ 1)− 1 , m ≥ 0,
where A0 = 1, and Am =
(
2m− 1
m− 1
)
/22m−1, for m ≥ 1.
(ii) The hypergeometric functions Hn and Gn have reflectional symmetry
Hn (z¯) = Hn (z) and Gn (z¯) = Gn (z).
(iii) Both Hn and Gn are univalent mappings of the open unit disk onto a bounded
convex region in the right half plane. Moreover, both series converge absolutely on
the closed unit disk.
(iv) Define Kn = Hn (1). Both Hn and Gn are positive for x ∈ [−1, 1] , with the
interval [Hn (−1) , Hn (1)] strictly contained in [Gn (−1) , Gn (1)] , and the values at
1 are as follows:
Hn (1) = Kn =
√
π
Γ
(
1 + 12n
)
Γ
(
1
2 +
1
2n
) ,(2.1)
Gn (1) = (n− 1) tan
( π
2n
)
Kn =
√
π
Γ
(
3
2 − 12n
)
Γ
(
1− 12n
) .
Moreover,
5/6 < Gn (−1) < Hn (−1) < 1 < Hn (1) < Gn (1) < 2.
Proof. We first note the form of the Taylor coefficients cm of Hn, and dm of Gn,
where n ≥ 2, and m ≥ 0. By the definition of hypergeometric series, and using the
Pochhammer rising factorial symbol, we obtain
cm =
(
1
2
)
m
(
1
2n
)
m
m!
(
1 + 12n
)
m
= Am
(
1
2n
) (
1
2n + 1
) (
1
2n + 2
)
. . .
(
1
2n +m− 1
)(
1
2n + 1
) (
1
2n + 2
)
. . .
(
1
2n +m− 1
) (
1
2n +m
)
where we define Am =
(
1
2
)
m
/m! . All but two factors cancel, leaving
cm = Am
(
1
2n
)(
1
2n +m
) = Am 1
2mn+ 1
.
A more familiar formula for Am in terms of binomial coefficients is obtained from
Am =
1 · 3 · 5 . . . (2m− 1)
2mm!
=
(2m− 1)!
(m− 1)!2m−12mm! =
(
2m− 1
m− 1
)
/22m−1.
The mth Taylor coefficient of Gn is
dm =
(
1
2
)
m
(
1
2 − 12n
)
m
m!
(
3
2 − 12n
)
m
= Am
(
1
2 − 12n
)
m(
3
2 − 12n
)
m
.
Again, upon expanding the Pochhammer symbols and simplifying we obtain
dm = Am
(
1
2 − 12n
)(
2m+1
2 − 12n
) = Am n− 1
n (2m+ 1)− 1 ,
establishing (i). Clearly these are positive term series, so the stated symmetries
involving conjugation in (ii) hold. We now prove (iv). Because the coefficients
cm and dm are positive for all m = 0, 1, 2, ..., the real line maps to the real line
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under both Hn and Gn. Moreover, for x > 0 the function values are positive, and
increasing with x. Clearly Hn (1) > 1 > Hn (−1) , because the cm are positive
with c0 = 1, and for x < 0, we obtain an alternating series. For Gn, we see that
d0 − d1 < Gn (−1) < d0 − d1 + d2. Computing the lower bound, we obtain d0 = 1,
and d1 = A1
1
2n+1 =
1
4n+2 , so
Gn (−1) > d0 − d1 = 1− 1
2
n− 1
3n− 1 > 1−
1
6
= 5/6.
To see that Gn (−1) < Hn (−1) , we again use the alternating series test and show
that the lower bound c0−c1 for Hn (−1) is larger than the upper bound d0−d1+d2
for Gn (−1) . We show that the equivalent inequality c1 + d2 ≤ d1 holds. Note that
A1 =
1
2 and A2 =
3
8 , so the inequality becomes
1
2
1
2n+ 1
+
3
8
n− 1
5n− 1 ≤
1
2
n− 1
3n− 1
which after some algebra is equivalent to (n− 3) (22n2 − 7n+ 1) ≥ 0. The latter is
true for n ≥ 3, with equality at n = 3. Thus the inequalities Gn (−1) < Hn (−1) < 1
hold for n ≥ 3. Finally, coefficient by coefficient, the following equivalent inequali-
ties are equivalent to cm < dm for m = 1, 2, 3, ...
Am
1
2mn+ 1
< Am
n− 1
n (2m+ 1)− 1
0 < 2mn (n− 2) ,
and this last inequality is clearly true for all m = 1, 2, ... when n > 2. Thus
Hn (1) < Gn (1) . Finally we use Theorem 18 in §32 of [Rai71] to compute
Kn = Hn (1) =
√
π
Γ
(
1 + 12n
)
Γ
(
1
2 +
1
2n
) and Gn (1) = √πΓ
(
3
2 − 12n
)
Γ
(
1− 12n
)
Note that
Gn (1) /Hn (1) =
Γ
(
3
2 − 12n
)
Γ
(
1− 12n
) Γ ( 12 + 12n)
Γ
(
1 + 12n
) = Γ
(
1
2 +
1
2n
)
Γ
(
3
2 − 12n
)
Γ
(
1 + 12n
)
Γ
(
1− 12n
) .
From the well known identities for the gamma function, Γ (z + 1) = zΓ (z) , and
Γ (z) Γ (1− z) = π/ sin (πz) , we obtain
Γ (1 + z) Γ (1− z) = (πz) / sin (πz) .
Therefore
Gn (1) /Hn (1) =
π
(
1
2 − 12n
)
sin
(
π
(
1
2 − 12n
)) sin (π 12n)
π 12n
= (n− 1) sin (π/2n)
cos (π/2n)
= (n− 1) tan (π/2n) .
We finish by proving (iii). The radius of convergence of any Gauss hyper-
geometric series is 1. However the convergence on the closed disk is guaran-
teed for 2F1 (a, b, c, z) whenever Re (c− a− b) > 0 (Section 29 of [Rai71]); here
Re (c− a− b) = 1/2 for both Gn and Hn. Because both Gn and Hn satisfy (ii) of
the Corollary in [MS61], 2F1 (a, b, c, z) maps the open disk univalently onto a con-
vex region. Because of positive Taylor coefficients, we have Gn (−1) < ReGn (z) <
Gn (1) and Hn (−1) < ReHn (z) < Hn (1) . Thus the images Hn (U) and Gn (U)
are convex sets within the lines Re z = 5/6 and Re z = 2. 
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Examples of the hypergeometric functions Hn and Gn are calculated in [AM20],
through applying the shear construction of [CSS84] to a particular conformal map-
ping onto a regular 12-gon. This shear was in fact the origin of the first rosette
mapping. The functions Hn and Gn appear in antiderivatives associated with sev-
eral related radical expressions in [AM20], and are restated here.
Proposition 2.3. Let n ≥ 2, and let z ∈ U. Then∫ z
0
1√
1− ζ2n dζ = zHn
(
z2n
)
(2.2)
∫ z
0
ζn−2√
1− ζ2n
dζ =
zn−1
n− 1Gn
(
z2n
)
.(2.3)
Proof. The integrations are carried out using the Gauss hypergeometric formula,
as indicated in [AM20]. The integrals are restated here in terms of the notation
introduced in Definition 2.1. 
3. Rosette Harmonic Mappings
The analytic antiderivatives of Proposition 2.3 are defined below as hn (z) and
gn (z) . These become (rotations aside) the analytic and co-analytic parts of the
rosette mappings in Definition 3.5. We note the similarity with the analytic and
co-analytic parts of the hypocycloid, modified here with hypergeometric factors.
Definition 3.1. For n ≥ 2 and n ∈ N, define the functions
hn (z) = z Hn
(
z2n
)
, gn (z) =
zn−1
n− 1Gn
(
z2n
)
, z ∈ U¯
where Hn and Gn are the hypergeometric 2F1 functions of Definition 2.1.
Remark 3.2. In the current context, we consider only n ≥ 3 for rosette harmonic
mappings, but we note that when n = 2, hn (z) = gn (z) becomes the standard
Schwarz-Christoffel mapping of the unit disk onto a square.
The function hn can easily be shown to be starlike and therefore univalent on
the unit disk. However gn is not univalent for n ≥ 3. The image h6
(
U¯
)
is shown
on the left of Figure 3, and a portion of the graph of g6
(
U¯
)
is shown on the right,
with z restricted to
{
z ∈ U¯ : arg z ∈ (0, (5/2)π/n)}.
Proposition 3.3. Let n ≥ 3 and let ζ be a primitive 2nth root of unity. Then
hn (z) and gn (z) are continuous on U¯ and analytic on U\
{
ζj : j = 1, 2, ..., 2n
}
.
Additionally the following hold.
(i) Reflectional symmetries hn (z¯) = hn (z) and gn (z¯) = gn (z) are present.
(ii) The functions hn
(
eit
)
and gn
(
eit
)
have magnitudes
∣∣Hn (ei2nt)∣∣ and
1
n−1
∣∣Gn (ei2nt)∣∣ , and these magnitudes are each (π/n)-periodic as functions of t.
Moreover, convergence at H (1) and G (1) is not uniform.
(iii) Both hn and gn exhibit 2n-fold rotational symmetry: for j ∈ Z,
(3.1) hn
(
eijpi/nz
)
= eijpi/nhn (z) and gn
(
eijpi/nz
)
= (−1)j e−ijpi/ngn (z) .
(iv) The derivatives of hn (z) and gn (z) are given by
(3.2) h′n (z) =
1√
1− z2n and g
′
n (z) =
zn−2√
1− z2n .
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-1 0 1
-1
0
1
h6
-0.3 0 0.3
-0.3
0
0.3
g6
Figure 3. Image of U¯ under h6 (left), and a sector of U¯ under g6
(right). Note that the image of g6 is relatively enlarged.
Proof. The stated symmetries in (i) follow from the reflectionsHn
(
z¯2n
)
= Hn (z2n)
and Gn
(
z¯2n
)
= Gn (z2n) of Proposition 2.2 (ii). For (ii) we easily compute∣∣hn (eit)∣∣ = ∣∣eitHn (ei2nt)∣∣ and ∣∣gn (eit)∣∣ = ∣∣ei(n−1)tGn (ei2nt)∣∣ / (n− 1) to see that
hn
(
eit
)
and gn
(
eit
)
have the stated magnitudes. These magnitudes have period
π/n as functions of t, since each ofHn
(
eit
)
and Gn
(
eit
)
have period 2π as functions
of t. For (iii), first note that
(
eijpi/nz
)2n
= z2n and
(
eijpi/n
)n−1
= eijpie−ijpi/n =
(−1)j e−ijpi/n for any integer j. Thus
hn
(
eijpi/nz
)
= eijpi/nzHn
((
eijpi/nz
)2n)
= eijpi/nhn (z) , and
gn
(
eijpi/nz
)
=
1
n− 1
(
eijpi/nz
)n−1
Gn
((
eijpi/nz
)2n)
= eij(pi−pi/n)gn (z) .
For (iv), the derivatives are immediate from (2.2) and (2.3). The stated region of
analyticity of the functions hn and gn is due to the fact that their derivatives can
be analytically continued across the boundary, except at the 2nth roots of unity
where derivatives do not exist. Moreover the convergence of H (1) and G (1) is not
uniform, since this would imply analyticity at ζ. 
Corollary 3.4. Let z = reijpi/n, and j ∈ Z. Then
hn
(
reijpi/n
)
= eijpi/nhn (r) and gn
(
reijpi/n
)
= (−1)j eijpi/ngn (r)
and on these rays, arg (hn (z)) = arg z, and arg
(
gn (z)
)
= arg
(
1
n−1 z¯
n−1
)
.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 (iv), Hn and Gn map reals to positive reals. Thus hn
and gn map positive reals to positive reals. Now let z = re
ijpi/n for r > 0 in formula
(3.1). 
We now define the rosette harmonic mappings.
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Definition 3.5. Let n ∈ N with n ≥ 3, and let hn and gn be defined as in Definition
3.1. For each β ∈ R, define the rosette harmonic mapping
fβ (z) = e
iβ/2hn (z) + e
−iβ/2gn (z), z ∈ U¯ .
Then fβ (z) is harmonic on U, and continuous on U¯ . Denote the dilatation of fβ (z)
by ω (z) on U¯\{ζj : j = 1, 2, ..., 2n} , where ζ is a primitive 2nth root of unity.
Remark 3.6. For simplicity of the notation, we do not notate the value of n, which
is apparent from context, and fixed as a constant in our discussions. The dilatation
is independent of β and we simplify our notation to ω instead of using ωfβ .
The derivatives of the analytic and co-analytic parts (for β = 0) in equation
(3.2) are the same as the corresponding derivatives for the hypocycloid, except
for the radical factor. This factor affects the argument of the summands in the
canonical decomposition, but Corollary 3.4 shows that along rays
{
reijpi/n : r > 0
}
where j ∈ Z, that hn and gn are collinear. Moreover Corollary 3.4 shows that on
these same rays, that hn and g¯n have the same arguments as their analytic and
anti-analytic counterparts in the hypocycloid mapping. Thus f0 (z) and fhyp (z)
are collinear along these radial lines (as indicated in Figure 1). Figure 4 shows
images fβ (U) as β varies, and suggests that different harmonic mappings fβ are
obtained for the four different values of β there. This contrasts with the hypocycloid
mapping, where rotating the analytic and anti-analytic parts z and 1n−1 z¯
n−1 relative
to one another does not yield a graph that is essentially different.
One may ask what other maps could be obtained through adding different ro-
tations of hn and gn. The next proposition shows that if we consider arbitrary
rotations of the analytic and co-analytic parts, by θ and θ˜ say, then the result will
in fact be a rotation of a rosette harmonic mapping.
Proposition 3.7. Let θ and θ˜ be arbitrary real angles. Then eiθhn (z) + eiθ˜gn (z)
is a rotation eiγfβ for some real angles γ and β.
Proof. Note that the harmonic function eiθhn (z) + eiθ˜gn (z) can be rewritten
e−iθ˜
(
eiθeiθ˜hn (z) + gn (z)
)
= e−iθ˜ei(θ+θ˜)/2
(
ei(θ+θ˜)/2hn (z) + e
−i(θ+θ˜)/2gn (z)
)
= ei(θ−θ˜)/2f(θ+θ˜)/2 (z)
Thus eiθhn (z) + eiθ˜gn (z) can be obtained by a rotation by γ =
(
θ − θ˜
)
/2 of the
map fβ where β =
(
θ + θ˜
)
/2. 
Thus the family of mappings {fβ : β ∈ R} represents all of the different map-
pings, up to rotation, that arise from arbitrary rotations of hn and gn. We show in
Proposition 3.8 that fβ+pi is essentially the same mapping as fβ .
Proposition 3.8. (i) For any β ∈ R, the functions fβ and fβ+pi are related by
(3.3) fβ (z) = e
−i(pi2+pin)fβ+pi
(
ei
pi
n z
)
.
Thus the image fβ+pi (U) is equal to a rotation of the image fβ (U).
(ii) If β < 0, then the image of any point under fβ is a reflection in the real axis
of the same point under f−β, where −β > 0. Specifically, fβ (z¯) = f−β (z).
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Proof. (i) We compute, using j = 1 in equation (3.1),
fpi+β
(
ei
pi
n z
)
= ei(pi/2+β/2)eipi/nhn (z) + e
−i(pi/2+β/2)(−1) e−ipi/ngn (z).
Multiplying by e−i(
pi
2+
pi
n ), and noting that −e−ipi2 = eipi2 ,
e−i(
pi
2+
pi
n )fpi+β
(
ei
pi
n z
)
= eiβ/2hn (z) + e
−iβ/2gn (z) = fβ (z) .
(ii) Once again, by computation:
fβ (z¯) = e
iβ2 hn (z¯) + e
−iβ2 gn (z¯) = ei
β
2 hn (z) + e
−iβ2 gn (z)
while
f−β (z) = e−i
β
2 hn (z) + e
iβ2 gn (z).
The last two expressions are conjugates of one another.  
Corollary 3.9. Let β˜ ∈ R, and let β˜ = β + lπ for some l ∈ Z. Then
(3.4) fβ+lpi (z) = e
il(pi/n+pi/2)fβ
(
e−ilpi/nz
)
.
Proof. Solving equation (3.3) we have fβ+pi (z) = e
i(pi/2+pi/n)fβ
(
e−ipi/nz
)
. Equa-
tion (3.4) is obtained by repeated application of this equation. 
Proposition 3.8 (i) shows that up to rotations (pre and post composed), all
rosette mappings are represented in the set {fβ : β ∈ (−π/2, π/2]} . We will see in
Section 4 that these rosette mappings are all distinct from one another in that no
rosette mapping in the set can be obtained by rotations from another. Proposition
3.8 (ii) allows us to consider just {fβ : β ∈ [0, π/2]} to obtain all rosette mappings,
up to rotations and reflection.
Figure 4 illustrates that f−pi/3 (U) and fpi/3 (U) are reflections of one another.
The example graphs in Figure 4 also demonstrate the rotational and reflectional
symmetries apparent within any particular graph fβ (U) , as stated in the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.10. Let n ∈ N and n ≥ 3.
(i) The harmonic functions fβ (z), β ∈ R have dilatation ω (z) = zn−2 for z ∈ U.
(ii) The rosette mapping fβ (z), β ∈ R has n-fold rotational symmetry, that is
(3.5) fβ
(
ei2kpi/nz
)
= ei2kpi/nfβ (z) , where z ∈ U¯ , k ∈ Z.
(iii) If β is an integer multiple of π/2, then the image fβ (U) has reflectional
symmetry. For β = 0 and β = π/2 the reflections are
(3.6) f0 (z) = f0 (z) and e
iηfpi/2
(
eiγz
)
= eiηfpi/2 (eiγz),
where η = π/ (2n) − π/4 and γ = −π/ (2n) . Thus if z and z′ are reflections in
arg z = γ, then fpi/2 (z) and fpi/2 (z
′) are reflections in arg z = η.
Proof. (i) We compute ω (z) = g′n (z) /h
′
n (z) from the derivative expressions in
(3.2), noting that the constant eiβ/2, and the radicals, cancel leaving zn−2.
(ii) From equation (3.1) with j = 2k we have hn
(
ei2kpi/nz
)
= ei2kpi/nhn (z) and
gn
(
ei2kpi/nz
)
= ei2kpi/ngn (z). Thus
fβ
(
ei2kpi/nz
)
= ei2kpi/n
(
eiβ/2hn (z) + e
−iβ/2gn (z)
)
= ei2kpi/nfβ (z) .
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-1 0 1
-1
0
1
f0
-1 0 1
-1
0
1
f
Π3
-1 0 1
-1
0
1
f
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Π2
Figure 4. Images of U under fβ with n = 5. The darker ”radial
curve” indicates the image of [0, 1] . The graphs fpi/3 and f−pi/3
illustrate Proposition 3.8 (ii). The images f−pi/3 (U) and fpi/3 (U)
have cyclic symmetry while f0 (U) and fpi/2 (U) exhibit dihedral
symmetry, illustrating Theorem 3.10. For fpi/2 the line of symme-
try arg z = π/4− π/ (2n) is indicated.
(iii) From Proposition 3.3, f0(z) = hn(z¯) + gn (z¯) = hn(z) + gn (z) = f0 (z). For
fpi/2, consider the expressions fpi/2
(
eiγz
)
and fpi/2
(
eiγz
)
:
fpi/2
(
eiγz
)
= eipi/4hn
(
e−ipi/(2n)z¯
)
+ e−ipi/4gn
(
e−ipi/(2n)z¯
)
= eipi/4hn
(
eipi/(2n)z
)
+ e−ipi/4gn
(
eipi/(2n)z
)
= eipi/4eipi/(2n)zH (−z2n) + e−ipi/4ie−ipi/(2n) z
n−1G
(−z2n)
n− 1
= ei(pi/4−pi/(2n))
(
zH (−z2n) + z
n−1G
(−z2n)
n− 1
)
.
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Note that
(
eipi/(2n)
)n−1
= ie−ipi/(2n) and
(
e−ipi/(2n)z
)2n
= −z2n, as used in the
calculation above. We also use
(
e−ipi/(2n)
)n−1
= −ieipi/(2n) below:
fpi/2
(
eiγz
)
= eipi/4hn
(
e−i
pi
2n z
)
+ e−ipi/4gn
(
e−i
pi
2n z
)
= eipi/4
(
e−i
pi
2n z
)
H
(
e−ipiz2n
)
+ e−ipi/4(−i) ei pi2n z
n−1
n− 1G (−z
2n)
= ei(pi/4−pi/(2n))
(
zH
(−z2n)+ zn−1
n− 1G (−z
2n)
)
.
Multiplying each of fpi/2
(
eiγz
)
and fpi/2
(
eiγz
)
by eiη = ei(pi/4−pi/(2n)), we see that
eiη fpi/2
(
eiγz
)
and eiηfpi/2
(
eiγz
)
are conjugates of one another. Thus the stated
equations in (iii) hold. 
In Section 4 we use features of the boundary ∂fβ (U) that allow us to demonstrate
the precise symmetry group for each graph fβ (U), β ∈ R (see Corollary 4.14).
Theorem 3.10 also shows that for a given n ≥ 3 the rosette mappings fβ and n-
cusped hypocycloid all have the same dilatation. The equal dilatations result in
similarities in the tangents of the rosette and hypocycloid boundary curves, to be
discussed further in Section 4.
We finish this section by laying out geometric features that are specific to rosette
mappings for β in the interval β ∈ (−π/2, π/2]. These facts in combination with
equation (3.4) will allow us to extend our conclusions for any β ∈ R.
Lemma 3.11. Let n ∈ N, n ≥ 3, and recall Kn =
√
π Γ
(
1 + 12n
)
/Γ
(
1
2 +
1
2n
)
.
(i) For β ∈ (−π/2, π/2], we have polar forms for fβ (1) and fβ
(
eipi/n
)
given by
magnitudes |fβ (1)| and
∣∣fβ (eipi/n)∣∣ which are, respectively,
(3.7) Kn
√
sec2
( π
2n
)
+ 2 tan
( π
2n
)
cosβ and Kn
√
sec2
( π
2n
)
− 2 tan
( π
2n
)
cosβ,
and by the arguments ψ = arg (fβ (1)) and π/n+ ψ
′ = arg
(
fβ
(
eipi/n
))
, where
(3.8) tanψ =
1− tan ( pi2n)
1 + tan
(
pi
2n
) tan(β
2
)
and tanψ′ =
1 + tan
(
pi
2n
)
1− tan ( pi2n) tan
(
β
2
)
.
If β = 0 then both ψ and ψ′ are zero. If β = π/2, these angles reduce to
ψ = π/4− π/ (2n) and ψ′ = π/4 + π/ (2n) .
(ii) If β ∈ (0, π/2], then the curves fβ (r) and fβ
(
reipi/n
)
have strictly increasing
magnitude. Moreover, arg ∂∂rfβ (r) decreases strictly with r, and arg
∂
∂r fβ
(
reipi/n
)
,
increases strictly with r. We also have the following arguments for the the tangents
of these curves at the origin
lim
r→0+
arg
∂
∂r
fβ (r) = β/2 and lim
r→0+
arg
∂
∂r
fβ
(
reipi/n
)
= β/2 + π/n,
and at the boundary
lim
r→1−
arg
∂
∂r
fβ (r) = 0 and lim
r→1−
arg
∂
∂r
fβ
(
reipi/n
)
= π/2 + π/n.
(iii) For β = 0 the curves f0 (r) and f0
(
reipi/n
)
are straight lines - the images have
constant argument of 0 and π/n, respectively.
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Proof. To prove (i), we compute
fβ (r) = e
iβ/2hn (r) + e
−iβ/2gn (r)
= cos (β/2) (hn (r) + gn (r)) + i sin (β/2) (hn (r) − gn (r)) ,
and, upon recalling from Corollary 3.4 that gn
(
reipi/n
)
= e−ipi/ngn (r) ,
fβ
(
reipi/n
)
= eiβ/2hn
(
reipi/n
)
+ e−iβ/2e−ipi/ngn (r)
= eipi/n (cos (β/2) (hn (r) − gn (r)) + i sin (β/2) (hn (r) + gn (r))) .
We recall the formulae hn (1) = Hn (1) = Kn and gn (1) = Gn (1) / (n− 1) =
tan (π/ (2n))Kn from Proposition 2.2. Using continuity of fβ on U¯ , we take limits
as r→ 1− to get
fβ (1) = Kn
(
cos (β/2)
(
1 + tan
( π
2n
))
+ i sin (β/2)
(
1− tan
( π
2n
)))
and
fβ
(
eipi/n
)
= eipi/nKn
(
cos (β/2)
(
1− tan
( π
2n
))
+ i sin (β/2)
(
1 + tan
( π
2n
)))
.
Moreover, writing ψ = arg fβ (1) , and π/n+ ψ
′ = arg fβ
(
eipi/n
)
, we take ratios of
imaginary to real parts of fβ (1) and fβ
(
eipi/n
)
to easily obtain the stated formulae
for tanψ and tanψ′. We also readily obtain
|fβ (1)|2 = K2n
(
1 + 2 tan
( π
2n
)
cosβ + tan2
( π
2n
))
and∣∣∣fβ (eipi/n)∣∣∣2 = K2n (1− 2 tan( π2n
)
cosβ + tan2
( π
2n
))
We can rewrite 1+tan2 (π/ (2n)) = sec2 (π/ (2n)) to obtain the magnitudes stated in
(i). For (ii), taking derivatives of the formulae first derived for fβ (r) and fβ
(
reipi/n
)
,
we obtain
∂
∂r
fβ (r) = cos (β/2)
(
1 + rn−2√
1− r2n
)
+ i sin (β/2)
(
1− rn−2√
1− r2n
)
and
∂
∂r
fβ
(
reipi/n
)
= eipi/n
(
cos (β/2)
(
1− rn−2√
1− r2n
)
+ i sin (β/2)
(
1 + rn−2√
1− r2n
))
.
The arguments of these derivatives, namely arg ∂∂r fβ (r) and arg
∂
∂r fβ
(
reipi/n
)
are respectively
arctan
(
tan (β/2)
1− rn−2
1 + rn−2
)
and π/n+ arctan
(
tan (β/2)
1 + rn−2
1− rn−2
)
,
whence the stated monotonicity of arg ∂∂r fβ (r) and arg
∂
∂r fβ
(
reipi/n
)
in (ii).
The limits in (ii) are now easily computed. Note that as r → 1−, the ratio
1+rn−2
1−rn−2 becomes infinite, and arctan
(
tan (β/2) 1+r
n−2
1−rn−2
)
approaches π/2. We can
also calculate the magnitudes
∣∣ ∂
∂r fβ (r)
∣∣2 and ∣∣ ∂∂r fβ (reipi/n)∣∣2 , respectively, as
1±2rn−2 cosβ+r2n−4
1−r2n >
(1−rn−2)2
1−r2n > 0. Thus both curves fβ (r) and fβ
(
reipi/n
)
have
increasing magnitude as r increases. Finally to prove (iii), where β = 0, we have
f0 (r) =
(
1/
√
2
)
(hn (r) + gn (r)) > 0. Moreover, arg f0
(
reipi/n
)
= pin +arctan (0) =
pi
n , so f0
(
rei
pi
n
)
maps to a ray emanating from the origin with argument π/n. 
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4. Cusps and Nodes
We now examine the boundary curves for the rosette harmonic mappings, which
allows us to describe the cusps and other features that are apparent in the graphs.
The boundary curve is also the key in our approach in Section 5 to proving univa-
lence of the rosette harmonic mappings.
For a fixed n ≥ 3, a rosette harmonic mapping fβ of Definition 3.5 extends
analytically to ∂U , except at isolated values on ∂U . Indeed recall that hn and gn
of Definition 3.1 are analytic except at the 2nth roots of unity (Proposition 3.3).
In contrast, the n-cusped hypocycloid fhyp of Example 1.1 extends continuously to
U¯ but with just n values in ∂U where the boundary function is not regular.
Nevertheless, Figures 1 and 4 show rosette mappings fβ, where exactly n cusps
are apparent. A striking similarity between the rosette and hypocycloid mappings
is the common dilatation ω (z) = zn−2. We note the following consequence for a
harmonic function f on U.Where α (t) = f
(
eit
)
exists with a continuous derivative
α′ (t), Corollary 2.2b of [HS86] implies that Im
(√
ωf (eit)α
′ (t)
)
= 0 (see also
Section 7.4 of [Dur04]). Thus on intervals where α′ (t) is continuous and non-zero,
and for dilatation ωf (z) = z
n−2, we have
(4.1) argα′ (t) ≡ − arg
√
ei(n−2)t ≡ − (n/2− 1) t (modπ).
We will find for rosette mappings fβ of Definition 3.5 that have cusps, n of the 2n
singular points are ”removable” in a sense to be described. Furthermore, for n ≥ 3
and consistent with (4.1), the formula
(4.2) argα′ (t) = kπ − (n2 − 1) t
holds (except at possibly one point) on each of the n intervals ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n),
k = 1, 2, ..., n, both when α is the boundary function of an n-cusped hypocycloid
and when α is the boundary function of a rosette (provided it has cusps). Formula
(4.2) will not be valid for example for a rosette mapping fpi/2, where there are arcs
for which the boundary function is constant. To proceed we first give a definition
of cusp, node, and singular point of a curve.
Definition 4.1. An isolated singular point on a curve α (t) is a point α (t0) at
which either α′ (t0) = 0 or α′ (t0) is not defined, but for which α′ (t) is defined and
non-zero in a neighborhood of t0. Define the quantities
argα′ (t0)
−
= lim
tրt−0
argα′ (t) and argα′ (t0)
+
= lim
tցt+0
argα′ (t)
where they exist. An isolated singular point for which argα′ (t0)
+and argα′ (t0)
−
differ by π is defined to be a cusp. The line L through the cusp α (t0) containing
points with argument equal to argα′ (t0)
+
(or argα′ (t0)
−
) is called the axis of the
cusp, or simply the axis. Define a node to be an isolated singular point on the
curve at which argα′ (t0)
+ − argα′ (t0)− = θ 6≡ π (mod 2π) . In this case, θ is the
exterior angle of the node. The interior angle at the node is then π − θ. If the
exterior angle is 0, then we call the node a removable node. A node is described
as a corner in some sources.
Both hn and gn have nodes with exterior (and interior) angle π/2, as seen in
Figure 3: since gn is a reflection of gn, the nodes of g6 in Figure 3 appear with
exterior angle −π/2 rather than π/2. The lower right image in Figure 4 indicates a
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rosette mapping with nodes rather than cusps, but the remaining images in Figure
4 show examples with cusps. The following lemma provides a convenient way to
invoke equation (4.2) and draw conclusions about cusps of the boundary extension.
Lemma 4.2. Let n ≥ 3, and f (z) be a harmonic mapping on U , with continuous
extension to U¯ , so that α (t) = f
(
eit
)
is defined on ∂U . Let k = 1, 2, ..., n.
(i) Suppose that α′ is defined and non-zero except at t = 2kπ/n, and that α satisfies
(4.2) on each interval ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) . Then for each k, α (2kπ/n) is a cusp,
and the cusp axis has argument 2kπ/n.
(ii) Suppose that f has n-fold rotational symmetry f
(
ei2kpi/nz
)
= ei2kpi/nf (z) , and
that (4.2) holds for k = 1 on the interval (0, 2π/n) . Then α satisfies (4.2) on each
interval ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) and the conclusions of (i) hold.
Proof. For (i), we evaluate limits at t = 2kpin as follows using (4.2):
argα′ (2kπ/n)− = lim
tր2kpi/n−
kπ −
(n
2
− 1
)
t =
2kπ
n
, and(4.3)
argα′ (2kπ/n)+ = lim
tց2kpi/n+
(k + 1)π −
(n
2
− 1
)
t = π +
2kπ
n
.
Thus argα′ (2π/n)+ and argα′ (2π/n)− differ by π, so α (2kπ/n) is a cusp. We
also see the axis has argument 2kπ/n (or equivalently π + 2kπ/n). For (ii), we use
the fact that α (t+ 2kπ/n) = ei2kpi/nα (t) to conclude
(4.4) argα (t+ 2kπ/n) = 2kπ/n+ argα (t) .
Given that (4.2) holds for k = 1, we can extend it to each interval ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) ,
k = 2, 3, ..., n, using (4.4), and so the conclusions of (i) hold also. 
Remark 4.3. Lemma 4.2 remains valid (with appropriate adjustments to the inter-
val on which (4.2) holds), even if for finitely many points in ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) ,
argα′ (t) does not exist. To compute the limits (4.3) we only need equation (4.2)
to hold in a neighborhood of the endpoints 2kπ/n.
The following proposition surely appears in the literature, but for completeness,
we use Lemma 4.2 to demonstrate the properties of the hypocycloid cusps.
Proposition 4.4. Let n ≥ 3, and let fhyp (z) = z + 1n−1 z¯n−1 be the hypocycloid
harmonic mapping, and let αhyp (t) = fhyp
(
eit
)
. For k = 1, 2, ..., n, formula (4.2)
holds with α = αhyp for all t ∈ ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) . Moreover, αhyp has pre-
cisely n cusps αhyp (2kπ/n) =
n
n−1e
i2kpi/n; the cusp axis has argument 2kπ/n. In
traversing from one cusp to the next, αhyp has total curvature π − 2π/n.
Proof. We have αhyp (t) = h
(
eit
)
+ g¯
(
eit
)
where h
(
eit
)
= eit and g
(
eit
)
=
1
n−1e
i(n−1)t. We already noted the singular points at 2kπ/n in Example 1.1. With
z = eit we apply the chain rule, obtaining ddth
(
eit
)
= ieit and ddtg
(
eit
)
= iei(n−1)t.
The magnitudes are both 1, so α′hyp (t) will have argument equal to the mean of
arg ddth
(
eit
)
and arg ddtg
(
e−it
)
, when (for example) we choose branches of the ar-
guments that lie within π of one another. To this end, we take
(4.5) arg
d
dt
h
(
eit
)
= π/2 + t and arg
d
dt
g
(
e−it
)
= 3π/2− (n− 1) t
on the interval (0, 2π/n) . Thus the mean is (2π − (n/2− 1) t) /2, which is equation
(4.2) for k = 1. We also have fhyp
(
ei2kpi/nz
)
= ei2kpi/nz+ 1n−1
(
e−i2kpi/nz¯
)n−1
. We
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factor out the ei2kpi/n, using
(
e−i2kpi/n
)n−1
= e−i2kpi/n, and obtain ei2kpi/nfhyp (z) ,
showing that fhyp has rotational symmetry. By Lemma 4.2 (ii), αhyp (2kπ/n) is a
cusp and the axis has argument 2kπ/n for each k = 1, 2, ..., n. Using z = 1 above,
we also obtain fhyp
(
ei2kpi/n
)
= ei2kpi/n + 1n−1
(
ei2kpi/n
)
= nn−1e
i2kpi/n. The total
curvature of αhyp is measured with the change in argument of the unit tangent,
or equivalently the change in argα′hyp. Since this is monotonic and linear in t
(equation (4.2)), the total change in argα′hyp over any of the given intervals is
equal to (n/2− 1) times the interval length 2π/n, and so we obtain π − 2π/n. 
We compute formulae for the derivatives (d/dt)hn
(
eit
)
and (d/dt) gn
(
eit
)
. In
contrast with the hypocycloid, the arguments (d/dt)hn
(
eit
)
and (d/dt) gn (eit) dif-
fer by a constant angle of ±π/2.
Proposition 4.5. Let n ≥ 3, and let ζ be a primitive 2nth root of unity, and
consider hn and gn defined in Definition 3.1, analytic on U¯\
{
ζj : j = 1, 2, ..., 2n
}
.
Let j = 1, 2, ..., 2n.
i) On each interval ((j − 1)π/n, jπ/n) , derivatives d/dt of both hn
(
eit
)
and gn
(
eit
)
have magnitude 1/
∣∣∣√1− ei2nt∣∣∣ , and the arguments are linear monotonic functions,
expressible as
arg
(
d
dt
hn
(
eit
))
= 3π/4− (n/2− 1) t+ (j − 1)π/2, and(4.6)
arg
(
d
dt
gn
(
eit
))
= 3π/4 + (n/2− 1) t+ (j − 1)π/2.(4.7)
(ii) The functions hn
(
eit
)
and gn
(
eit
)
each have 2n singular points hn
(
eijpi/n
)
and gn
(
eijpi/n
)
, which are each nodes with exterior (and interior) angle π/2.
(iii) The difference in the arguments arg ddthn
(
eit
) − arg ddtgn (eit) is constant on
((j − 1)π/n, jπ/n) , and is alternately +π/2 when j is even, and −π/2 when j is
odd.
Proof. (i) Recall the derivatives dhdz =
1√
1−z2n and
dg
dz =
zn−2√
1−z2n of Proposition 3.3
(iii). We have ddthn
(
eit
)
= ie
it√
1−ei2nt and
d
dtgn
(
eit
)
= ie
i(n−1)t√
1−ei2nt . Each derivative
has magnitude 1/
∣∣∣√1− ei2nt∣∣∣ , and singular points occur at the 2nth roots of unity,
where ei2nt = 1. We compute
arg
d
dt
hn
(
eit
)
= arg ieit − 1
2
arg
(
1− ei2nt)
= π/2 + t+
1
2
arctan
sin (2nt)
1− cos (2nt) .
The latter term reduces to π/4−(n/2) t, which can be seen for example using the half
angle formula for cotangent; arccot sin(2nt)1−cos(2nt) = nt and arctanX = π/2− arccotX.
Thus on (0, π/n) ,
arg
d
dt
hn
(
eit
)
= 3π/4− (n/2− 1) t.
At t = π/ (2n) ,
√
1− ei2nt becomes real and arg ddthn
(
eipi/2n
)
= arg
(
ieipi/2n
)
=
π/2+π/ (2n) , which is consistent with our formula on (0, π/n); this choice of branch
of arctan gives arg ddthn
(
eit
)
an ”initial” value 3π/4 (the limit as t ց 0+) and is
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evidently consistent with the argument at t = eipi/2n (see also Figure 3). From the
rotational symmetry equation (3.1) for hn
arg
d
dt
hn
(
ei(t+jpi/n)
)
= arg
d
dt
hn
(
eit
)
+ jπ/n.
Adding (j − 1)π/2 extends our formula for arg ddthn
(
eit
)
from (0, π/n) to the in-
terval ((j − 1)π/n, jπ/n) , giving (4.6). Similarly on (0, π/n) we obtain
arg
d
dt
gn
(
eit
)
= π/2 + (n− 1) t+ 1
2
arctan
sin (2nt)
1− cos (2nt) = 3π/4 + (n/2− 1) t,
a branch of the argument for which arg ddtgn
(
eipi/2n
)
= π− π/ (2n) as expected, so
again with initial value 3π/4 on (0, π/n) . From the rotational symmetry equation
(3.1) for gn we have gn
(
eijpi/nz
)
= eij(pi−pi/n)gn (z) , so
arg
d
dt
gn
(
ei(t+jpi/n)
)
= arg
d
dt
gn
(
eit
)
+ j (π − π/n) .
We extend our formula for arg ddtgn
(
eit
)
for t ∈ ((j − 1)π/n, jπ/n) as before,
adding (j − 1)π/2, leading to equation (4.7). For (ii) we note that as we pass
from the interval ((j − 1)π/n, jπ/n) to (jπ/n, (j + 1)π/n) , both arg ddthn
(
eit
)
and arg ddtgn
(
eit
)
increase by π/2 at jπ/n. Thus hn
(
eijpi/n
)
and gn
(
eijpi/n
)
each
are nodes with exterior angle π/2. To prove (iii) we compute the difference in
arg ddthn
(
eit
)
and arg ddtgn
(
eit
)
as arg ddthn
(
eit
)
+ arg ddtgn
(
eit
)
, so for
t ∈ ((j − 1)π/n, jπ/n) ,
(4.8) arg
d
dt
hn
(
eit
)− arg d
dt
gn
(
eit
)
= 3π/2 + (j − 1)π = (2j + 1)π/2.

Remark 4.6. The rosette mappings are distinguished from the hypocycloid in that
arg ddthn
(
eit
)
and arg ddtgn (e
it) are decreasing in lockstep. As a result the curves
hn
(
eit
)
and gn
(
eit
)
, and ultimately gn
(
eit
)
must be rigid motions of one another,
as illustrated in Figure 3, and Figure 6, and proved in Corollary 4.7. For the
hypocycloid, the arguments of the derivatives of the analytic and anti-analytic parts
(4.5) are also linear, but with non-equal slopes with differing sign.
Corollary 4.7. The graph hn
(
eit
)
on an interval ((j − 1)π/n, jπ/n) and the graph
of gn
(
eit
)
on an interval ((j′ − 1)π/n, j′π/n) are identical, up to a translation and
rotation, where j, j′ = 1, 2, ..., 2n. Moreover the two curves have opposite orienta-
tion.
Proof. The tangents ddthn
(
eit
)
and ddtgn
(
eit
)
have equal magnitudes on
((j − 1)π/n, jπ/n), where their arguments differ by a constant. Thus hn
(
eit
)
and
gn (eit) have equal arclength and curvature, and so are equal up to a translation and
rotation by the fundamental theorem of plane curves. Both hn
(
eit
)
and gn
(
eit
)
have rotational symmetry (Proposition 3.3) so the previous statement is true even
when hn
(
eit
)
and gn
(
eit
)
are defined on different arcs. Proposition 3.3 also shows
that the curve hn
(
eint
)
also has reflectional symmetry, so the graph of hn has
symmetry group D2n. Thus hn (eit) is also a rotation of hn
(
eit
)
on any interval
((j − 1)π/n, jπ/n) , where the pair has opposite orientation. We conclude hn (eit)
and gn (eit) are rigid motions of one another with opposite orientation, and the
Corollary follows upon conjugation. 
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Proposition 4.5 allows us to compute the derivative of the boundary function of a
rosette harmonic mapping. The cosine rule for triangles is useful for adding numbers
of the same magnitude, and we recall its application in the following remark.
Remark 4.8. For X > 0, the cosine rule yields∣∣Xeiθ1 +Xeiθ2∣∣ = X ∣∣eiθ1 + eiθ2 ∣∣ = √2X√1 + cos |θ1 − θ2|.
Theorem 4.9. For n ≥ 3 and β ∈ (−π/2, π/2], and let fβ be a rosette harmonic
mapping defined in Definition 3.5. Consider the boundary curve αβ (t) = fβ
(
eit
)
,
t ∈ ∂U. The derivative α′β (t) exists and is continuous on ∂U, except at the 2n mul-
tiples of π/n. Let k = 1, 2, ..., n.
(i) For |β| < π/2, αβ satisfies (4.2) on ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) , except at t =
(2k − 1)π/n where α′β (t) is undefined. Moreover the magnitude of α′β (t), which is
strictly non-zero, is
(4.9)
∣∣α′β (t)∣∣ = √2√1± sin (β)/ ∣∣∣√1− ei2nt∣∣∣ .
Here the sin term is subtracted on the first half of the interval ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) ,
and added on the second half.
(ii) When β = π/2, on the first half of the interval ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) , αpi/2 sat-
isfies (4.2), while α′pi/2 (t) is strictly non-zero there with
∣∣∣α′pi/2 (t)∣∣∣ = √2/ ∣∣∣√1− e2int∣∣∣.
On the second half of the interval ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) , α′pi/2 (t) = 0 and αpi/2 (t)
is constant.
Proof. Note that the summands ddte
iβ/2hn
(
eit
)
and ddte
−iβ/2gn
(
e−it
)
of α′β (t) =
d
dt arg fβ
(
eit
)
have the same magnitude, namely 1/
∣∣∣√1− e2int∣∣∣. From equation
(4.8), the angle between ddthn
(
eit
)
and ddtgn
(
eit
)
is the constant (−1)j π/2 on
each interval ((j − 1)π/n, jπ/n) , and the presence of β changes this difference to
β + (−1)j π/2. Thus from the cosine rule (see Remark 4.8) we obtain the mag-
nitude
∣∣∣α′β (t)∣∣∣ =
√
2
√
1+cos(β+(−1)jpi/2)
|√1−ei2nt| =
√
2
√
1+(−1)j sin(β)
|√1−ei2nt| , for t 6= jπ/n. This
proves equation (4.9). Note that since |β| < π/2, α′β (t) 6= 0. We turn to the argu-
ment of α′β. We can utilize arithmetic means involving (4.6) and (4.7), or simply
make use of (4.1). For either approach, the initial argument argα′β (0)
+
must be
determined as either π or 0. The initial values of arg ddthn
(
eit
)
and arg ddtgn
(
eit
)
as
tց 0+ are 3π/4 and −3π/4 respectively. Therefore the initial angle arg
(
α′0 (0)
+
)
is π rather than 0, and argα′0 (t) = π − (n/2− 1) t. This formula for argα′0 (t)
holds throughout (0, π/n) , since αβ (t) is continuous. The initial angles
d
dthn
(
eit
)
and ddtgn
(
eit
)
as t ց 0+ on (π/n, 2π/n) become 3π/4 + π/n and π/4 + π/n re-
spectively (using Proposition 4.5, or rotational symmetry). The initial value of
argα′0 (t) on (π/n, 2π/n) is therefore π/2 + π/n, consistent with (4.2). Thus the
formula argα′0 (t) = π− (n/2− 1) t holds throughout (0, 2π/n), where defined. For
|β| < π/2, the means of arg ddteiβ/2hn
(
eit
)
and arg ddte
−iβ/2gn
(
eit
)
are the same as
for β = 0: the initial angles arg ddte
iβ/2hn
(
eit
)
and arg ddte
−iβ/2gn
(
eit
)
as t ց 0+
on (0, π/n) are respectively 3π/4+ β/2 (third quadrant) and −3π/4− β/2 (fourth
quadrant). Thus the initial angle arg
(
α′β (0)
+
)
maintains the value π (rather than
0). Similarly the initial angles arg ddte
iβ/2hn
(
eit
)
and arg ddte
−iβ/2gn
(
eit
)
/2 as
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t ց 0+ on (π/n, 2π/n) are respectively 3π/4 + π/n + β/2 and π/4 + π/n − β/2.
Thus the initial angle arg
(
α′β (π/n)
+
)
also remains fixed as π/2 + π/n. We con-
clude that the equation for argα′0 (t) is valid for argα
′
β (t) on (0, 2π/n) (note this
would not be the case for |β| ∈ (π/2, π)). Thus equation (4.2) holds for k = 1, with
αβ in place of α, except at t = π/n where argα
′
β (t) is not defined. By Theorem
3.10 (ii), fβ has n-fold rotational symmetry needed to invoke Lemma 4.2 (ii), and
in view of Remark 4.3, formula (4.2) holds on each interval ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) ,
for t 6= (2k − 1)π/n. This proves (i).
We now consider (ii), with β = π/2. From Proposition 4.5 (iii), the angle be-
tween ddte
ipi/4hn
(
eit
)
and arg ddte
−ipi/4gn
(
eit
)
is β + (−1)j π/2 (mod 2π), which
is either 0 or π. For even j, we see that ddte
ipi/4hn
(
eit
)
and ddte
−ipi/4gn
(
eit
)
can-
cel, since their arguments differ by π. Then α′β (t) = 0, and αβ is constant on
((j − 1)π/n, jπ/n) . For odd j, the two summands have the same argument, so
argα′pi/2 (t) = arg
d
dte
ipi/4hn
(
eit
)
. Adding π/4 to formula (4.6), we obtain equation
argα′pi/2 (t) = π−
(
n
2 − 1
)
t+(j − 1)π/2 on ((j − 1)π/n, jπ/n) . But this subinterval
is the ”first half” of the interval ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) where j = 2k−1, so replacing
j in our formula for argα′pi/2 (t) we obtain π−
(
n
2 − 1
)
t+(2k − 2)π/2, which is (4.2).
Moreover the non-zero magnitude of α′pi/2 (t) is
∣∣∣α′pi/2 (t)∣∣∣ = √2/ ∣∣∣√1− e2int∣∣∣ . 
Corollary 4.10. For β ∈ (−π/2, π/2), let αβ (t) = fβ
(
eit
)
, and k = 1, 2, ..., n.
Then the singular points of αβ occurring at multiples of π/n are alternately cusps,
and removable nodes. At t = (2k − 1)π/n, the discontinuity in argα′β is re-
movable, and αβ ((2k − 1)π/n) is a removable node. In traversing from the cusp
αβ ((2k − 2)π/n) to the cusp αβ (2kπ/n) , αβ has total curvature π − 2π/n. The
total curvature over the first half of the interval, is equal to the total curvature over
the second half of the interval ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) , and is π/2− π/n.
Proof. As noted in the proof of (i) above, Lemma 4.2 still applies with (4.2) holding
on ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) except at the center t = (2k − 1)π/n of the interval. We
therefore use (4.2) on the punctured interval to evaluate the limits
(4.10) argα′β ((2k − 1)π/n)− = argα′β ((2k − 1)π/n)+ = π/2 + (2k − 1)π/n,
so the exterior angle is 0 and αβ ((2k − 1)π/n) is a removable node. We note
that the discontinuity in argα′β at (2k − 1)π/n is removable. Again by Lemma
4.2, αβ (2kπ/n) is a cusp and the axis has argument 2kπ/n. The equation (4.2) is
monotonic in t, so the total change in argα′β is equal to π − 2π/n on the interval
((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) . Since (4.2) is linear, half of this change, namely π/2− π/n,
occurs on each half of the interval ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) . 
By Corollary 4.10, the rosette harmonic mappings fβ for |β| < π/2 have n-
cusps, just as for the n-cusped hypocycloid mappings. Moreover with n fixed,
corresponding cusps for different mappings have cusp axes that are parallel. This
can be seen in Figure 5 and in Figure 4 where cusps αβ (0) have axes parallel to the
real axis. The parallelism of axes follows from the identical unit tangent values of
the boundary extensions, which also explains the total curvature of π − 2π/n from
one cusp to the next described both in Proposition 4.4 and Corollary 4.10.
The last graph fpi/2 (U) in Figure 4 does not have cusps, but nodes with an acute
interior angle, which we now examine.
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Figure 5. For n = 5 with β = π/4 (left) and β = 2π/5 (right),
the nodes and cusps are indicated by a dots, and interlace with
one another by argument. The argument of each node and cusp
increases with β by equation (3.8). Node and cusp locations are as
described |β| < π/2 in Theorem 4.16.
Corollary 4.11. Let αpi/2 (t) = fpi/2
(
eit
)
, and let k = 1, 2, ..., n. On the first half
of the interval ((2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n) , the total curvature of αpi/2 is π/2−π/n, while
αpi/2 is constant otherwise. There is a piecewise smooth parametrization α˜pi/2, with
the same graph as αpi/2 over ∂U , and just n singular points at α˜pi/2 (2kπ/n) =
αpi/2 (2kπ/n) which are nodes of α˜pi/2 with interior angle π/2− π/n.
Proof. Since α′pi/2 (t) = 0 on ((2k − 1)π/n, 2kπ/n) , the singularities are not iso-
lated, and moreover these intervals are arcs of constancy for the boundary function
of fpi/2. We define α˜pi/2, defined piecewise on [0, 2π) by
(4.11) α˜pi/2 (t) = αpi/2 ((k − 1)π/n+ t/2) , t ∈ [(2k − 2)π/n, 2kπ/n).
Then on each interval in (4.11) the curve α˜pi/2 has the values
αpi/2 ([(2k − 2)π/n, (2k − 1)π/n]). Moreover, α˜pi/2 (2kπ/n) = αpi/2 (2kπ/n) . Thus
α˜pi/2 is also continuous, with the same image as αpi/2 on [0, 2π] . We compute
lim
t→2kpi/n−
arg α˜′pi/2 (t) = lim
t→2kpi/n−
argα′pi/2 ((k − 1)π/n+ t/2)
= lim
t′→(2k−1)pi/n
2kπ/2−
(n
2
− 1
)
t′ = kπ −
(n
2
− 1
)
(2k − 1) π
n
.
and using the formula for arg α˜′pi/2 on (2kπ/n, 2 (k + 1)π/n) obtain
lim
t→2kpi/n+
arg α˜′pi/2 (t) = lim
t→2kpi/n+
argα′pi/2 (kπ/n+ t/2)
= lim
t′→2kpi/n
(2k + 2)π/2−
(n
2
− 1
)
t′
= (k + 1)π −
(n
2
− 1
)
2k
π
n
.
The difference arg α˜′pi/2 (2kπ/n)
+ − arg α˜′pi/2 (2kπ/n)− is thus π −
(
n
2 − 1
)
π/n =
π/2 + π/n, so we have a node with interior angle π/2− π/n. 
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Figure 6. Images of sectors in U of eipi/4h5 and e
−ipi/4g5 with
arg z ∈ (0, π/5) shaded (left) and arg z ∈ (π/5, 2π/5) shaded
(right), for n = 5. The bounding curves (thickened), are translates
(left) and reflections (right). A tangent is indicated for h5
(
eit
)
and g5 (eit) in each case, along with a portion of fpi/2
(
eit
)
, which
is constant (right) on (π/5, 2π/5) .
Remark 4.12. The node α˜pi/2 (2kπ/n) can be written e
i2kpi/nαpi/2 (t) for any
t ∈ [(2k − 1)π/n, 2kπ/n] , where αpi/2 is constant. We write the nodes of α˜pi/2 as
ei2kpi/nfpi/2 (1) when convenient, and refer to nodes of α˜pi/2 as the nodes of fpi/2.
Example 4.13. When β = π/2 and with n = 5, then on intervals (0, π/5) ,
(2π/5, 3π/5) , ... the boundary arcs eipi/4h5
(
eit
)
and e−ipi/4g5
(
e−it
)
are translates
of one another, and on intervals (π/5, 2π/5) , (3π/5, 5π/5) , ..., the boundary arcs
are mirrors of one another. Figure 6 (right) shows the arc of constancy (π/5, 2π/5)
on which eipi/4h5
(
eit
)
and e−ipi/4g5
(
e−it
)
are mirror images, and where fpi/2
(
eit
)
is equal to the node ei2pi/5fpi/2 (1) (indicated with a larger dot in the second quad-
rant).
We now complete our description of the symmetries within the graphs of the
rosette mappings.
Corollary 4.14. Let β ∈ R and n ≥ 3. If β is not a multiple of π/2, then the image
set fβ (U) does not have reflectional symmetry. In this case, fβ (U) has symmetry
group Cn. Otherwise, β is a multiple of π/2, and fβ (U) has symmetry group Dn.
Proof. All rosette mappings have at least n fold rotational symmetry, by Propo-
sition 3.10 (ii). Since fβ has either exactly n cusps, or exactly n non-removable
nodes, fβ (U) cannot have a higher order of symmetry. For |β| ∈ (0, π/2) , the axis
of the cusp through fβ (1) is parallel to the real axis, while the radial ray through
0 and fβ (1) has argument ψ = arg fβ (1) , distinct for each β in (−π/2, π/2) by
equation (3.8). Moreover as noted in Lemma 3.11, ψ is acute, and has the same
sign as β. Thus if |β| ∈ (0, π/2) , then any reflection of fβ (U) results changing
the sign of the angle between the reflected cusp axis and the reflected radial ray,
resulting in a distinct reflected image set. Thus the symmetry group of fβ (U) is
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Cn for |β| ∈ (0, π/2) . This fact extends by formula (3.4) to any real β that is not
a multiple of π/2. If β = 0 or β = π/2 we already established that fβ (U) has
reflectional symmetry. We conclude that the sets f0 (U) and fpi/2 (U) have dihedral
symmetry group Dn. If β = lπ/2 for some l ∈ Z then by formula (3.4), fβ (U) is a
rotation of either fpi/2 (U) or f0 (U) , and thus has rotational symmetry also. 
Corollary 4.15. Let n ≥ 3. For distinct β and β′ in the interval (−π/2, π/2],
the image sets fβ (U) and fβ′ (U) are not scalings or rotations of one another.
Moreover with the parameter β within the set [0, π/2] , all images of the unit disk
under a rosette harmonic mapping are obtained, up to rotation and reflection.
Proof. The proof of Corollary 4.14 shows that if β ∈ (−π/2, π/2) , the angle between
the cusp axis through fβ (1) and the radial line from 0 to fβ (1) intersect at an angle
that is distinct for each choice of β. Thus fβ (U) is different from any rotation
or scaling of fβ′ (U) for any other β
′ ∈ (−π/2, π/2) . Moreover fpi/2 is the only
fβ without cusps for β ∈ (−π/2, π/2]. To prove the second statement, let β˜ ∈
R\(−π/2, π/2]. Upon reducing β˜ modulo π, we obtain an equivalent β ≡ β˜ (mod
π) where β ∈ (−π/2, π/2]. By possibly repeated application of (3.3) in Proposition
3.8 (i), fβ˜ (z) is obtained as a pre- and post- composition of a rotation with fβ (z) .
Thus it is sufficient to consider β ∈ (−π/2, π/2]. If β < 0, then by Proposition 3.8
(ii), fβ (z) is a reflection in the real axis of f−β (z) where −β ∈ [0, π/2] . 
We turn to describing features of the graphs fβ (U) for β restricted to (−π/2, π/2].
We may use equation (3.4) to identify cusps and nodes for β outside this interval,
but we make the cautionary observation that while for β ∈ (−π/2, π/2) fβ (1) is a
cusp and fβ
(
eipi/n
)
is a node, adding π to β results in fβ+pi (1) being a node and
fβ+pi
(
eipi/n
)
being a cusp. Quantities such as the magnitude of a cusp, the mag-
nitude of a node, and the distribution of angle between cusps neighboring nodes
however, are independent of the interval to which β is restricted. These quantities
are derived in Theorem 4.16, with the help of Lemma 3.11.
Theorem 4.16 shows that for fixed n, the image f0 (U) has maximal diameter,
and diam
(
f|β| (U)
)
decreases with |β| ∈ (0, π/2) .This is illustrated in Figure 4,
where all four graphs are plotted on the same scale. We also see that for β = 0, the
cusps and nodes are equally spaced with angular separation π/n, but this becomes
increasingly unbalanced as |β| increases to π/2. As β ր π/2−, each node approaches
the subsequent1 cusp, as shown in Theorem 4.16 (ii).
Theorem 4.16. Let n ≥ 3, β ∈ (−π/2, π/2], and let αβ (t) = fβ
(
eit
)
where fβ is
a rosette harmonic mapping. Recall the constant Kn defined in Lemma 3.11.
(i) If β ∈ (−π/2, π/2) then the magnitude of the cusps decreases strictly if |β| ∈
[0, π/2), from a maximum Kn sec
(
pi
2n
)
, and with infimum Kn
(
1 + tan
(
pi
2n
))
. The
removable nodes have magnitudes that increase strictly if |β| ∈ [0, π/2), from the
minimum Kn
(
1 + tan
(
pi
2n
))
and with supremum Kn sec
(
pi
2n
)
.
(ii) If β ∈ (−π/2, π/2) then the angle between a cusp neighboring node is
(4.12) π/n± arctan
(
2 tan
(
pi
2n
)
sin (β)
1− tan2 ( pi2n)
)
,
1Subsequent cusp (or node) here indicates the cusp (or node) with the next largest argument.
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where we use the positive sign when the node has the more positive argument. For
β = 0, the cusps and neighboring nodes are separated by equal angles of π/n. The
difference in arguments of a cusp and subsequent node increases from 0 to 2π/n
with β ∈ (−π/2, π/2).
(iii) For β = π/2, the n nodes of the rosette mapping fpi/2 have magnitude
Kn sec
pi
2n , and for the node fpi/2 (1) we have arg
(
fpi/2 (1)
)
= π/4− π/ (2n).
Proof. We begin with (i). Due to the cosβ term in (3.7), the cusp |fβ (1)| is
decreasing with |β| and the node
∣∣fβ (eipi/n)∣∣ is increasing with |β| . Note that
sec2
( π
2n
)
± 2 tan
( π
2n
)
cosβ = 1 + tan2
( π
2n
)
± 2 tan
( π
2n
)
=
(
1± tan
( π
2n
))2
.
In view of this equation, the maximum of |fβ (1)| is Kn
(
1 + tan
(
pi
2n
))
when β = 0,
and |fβ (1)| approaches Kn sec
(
pi
2n
)
as β approaches π/2. Similarly, the minimum
of
∣∣fβ (eipi/n)∣∣ is Kn (1− tan ( pi2n)) when β = 0, and approaches Kn (sec ( pi2n)) as
an upper bound as |β| approaches π/2, proving (i). For (ii) formula (3.8) shows
us arg fβ (1) and arg fβ
(
eipi/n
)
are increasing with β on (−π/2, π/2) . Clearly
arg (f0 (1)) = 0 and arg f0
(
eipi/n
)
= π/n. Additionally we have arg (fβ (1)) <
π/n < arg fβ
(
eipi/n
)
for β ∈ (0, π/2) . We compute the angle between this cusp
and node to be arg fβ
(
eipi/n
)−arg fβ (1) = π/n+ψ′−ψ, and we use the arctangent
formula arctanψ′ − arctanψ = arctan
(
ψ′−ψ
1+ψ′ψ
)
where ψ′ and ψ are as defined in
equation (3.8). Thus after a short calculation we obtain formula (4.12). This differ-
ence increases from π/n and approaches 2π/n as β increases through the interval
[0, π/2). Now suppose that β ∈ (−π/2, 0) . The reflection of the node fβ
(
eipi/n
)
in the real axis is the node f−β
(
e−ipi/n
)
of f−β and the reflection of fβ (1) is the
cusp f−β (1) . From rotational symmetry, the angular difference between arg f−β (1)
and arg f−β
(
e−ipi/n
)
is the same as the that of arg f−β
(
ei2pi/n
)
and arg f−β
(
eipi/n
)
.
Again using rotational symmetry, this is 2π/n−(ψ − ψ′) = π/n−arctan
(
ψ′−ψ
1+ψ′ψ
)
=
π/n − arctan
(
2 tan( pi2n ) sin(−β)
1−tan2( pi2n )
)
= π/n + arctan
(
2 tan( pi2n ) sin(β)
1−tan2( pi2n )
)
. For (iii), with
β = π/2, we noted in Remark 4.12 after Corollary 4.11 that the nodes can be
expressed as rotations of fpi/2 (1) , for which we observed the stated quantities in
Lemma 3.11 (i). 
The next example illustrates the separation of cusps and nodes as it varies with
β, as described in Theorem 4.16 (see also Figure 5). The relative proximity of a
node and neighboring cusp coupled with equal total curvature of the boundary
curve between any node and cusp (Corollary 4.10) gives rise to the appearance of
a cresting wave at the cusp.
Example 4.17. For n = 5, the arguments of the nodes and cusps of f0 are equally
spaced by π/n = π/5. By Lemma 3.11, as β ∈ [0, π/2) increases, the separation
of a cusp and subsequent node grows from π/5 = 36◦ towards 2π/5 = 72◦. For
β = π/4 this separation is π/5 + arctan
√
5/2−√5 ≈ 63◦, while for β = 2π/5
it grows to π/5 + arctan
√
5/4−√5/4 ≈ 71◦ (see Figure 5). For a specific cusp
or node fβ
(
eij0pi/n
)
, arg fβ
(
eij0pi/n
)
increases with β (see proof of Theorem 4.16
(ii)), which is also illustrated in Figure 5 as β increases from π/4 to 2π/5. By
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Corollary 4.10, the total curvature of the boundary of fβ between neighboring cusps
is π − 2π/n = 3π/5 = 108◦. The total curvature of the boundary from a cusp to a
neighboring node is half of this, namely 54◦. Figure 5 also indicates the phenomenon
described in Theorem 4.16, that while both nodes and cusps ”rotate counterclock-
wise” as β ∈ (0, π/2) increases, the nodes do so at a greater rate..
Finally we point out that the argument of the boundary curve fails to be strictly
increasing on the whole of ∂U, for β with |β| ∈ (0, π/2) .
Corollary 4.18. Let n ≥ 3, β ∈ (−π/2, π/2) and αβ be the boundary function of
the rosette harmonic mapping fβ . Then for each k = 1, 2, ..., n, argαβ ((2k − 2)π/n) ,
argαβ ((2k − 1)π/n) , and argαβ (2kπ/n) occur in increasing order, but there exists
an interval on which arg (αβ (t)) is decreasing.
Proof. Theorem 4.16 (ii) shows that the angle γ between a cusp and subsequent
node is given by formula (4.12) which belongs to (0, 2π/n). Because the cusps
are separated by angle 2π/n, the angle from a cusp to a subsequent node is then
2π/n− γ ∈ (0, 2π/n) . Finally with β ∈ (0, π/2) , suppose that argαβ (−ǫ) ≤ ψ =
argαβ (0) for some −ǫ ∈ (−π/n, 0) , but for which argα′β (−ǫ) < tanψ. Such an
ǫ exists because αβ satisfies (4.3) with k = 0, so argα
′
β (0)
−
= 0. Since argα′β (t)
is decreasing, we have argαβ (t) < ψ for all t ∈ (−ǫ/2, 0) , and so αβ (t) lies in a
half-plane formed by a line parallel to to arg z = ψ, but with smaller imaginary
part, and this half plane does not contain αβ (0) . This contradicts continuity of
αβ (t)→ αβ (0) as tր 0−. Thus there is an interval (−ǫ, 0) on which argαβ (t) > ψ.
On this interval, argαβ (t) decreases to ψ, and so rotates negatively relative to the
origin. A similar argument holds when β ∈ (−π/2, 0) . 
5. Univalence and Fundamental Sets
Our approach to proving the univalence of fβ is to use the argument principle
for harmonic functions. We note that various proofs of univalence for rosette map-
pings fβ are possible. The following theorem describes the winding number of the
boundary curve α (t) = fβ
(
eit
)
, so that we can apply the argument principle.
Lemma 5.1. For fixed β ∈ [0, π/2), the boundary αβ (t) = fβ
(
eit
)
, t ∈ ∂U is
a simple, positively oriented closed curve. While αpi/2 has arcs of constancy, the
parametrization α˜pi/2 of equation (4.11) is a simple, positively oriented closed curve
on ∂U.
Proof. Let β ∈ (0, π/2) .We give a separate argument for β = 0 and for β = π/2.We
first show that αβ is one to one when restricted to (0, 2π/n) , and that the boundary
curve portion αβ ((0, 2π/n)) lies in a sector S.We then show that the portion of the
graph of αβ restricted to the interval (2kπ/n, 2 (k + 1)π/n) is contained within the
set ei2kpi/nS. The sets
{
ei2kpi/nS : k = 0, 1, ..., n− 1} are then seen to be pairwise
disjoint, so that the curve αβ has no self intersections on [0, 2π), and we conclude
αβ is a simple closed curve on ∂U.
Define Lk to be the axis of the cusp αβ (2kπ) , so with argument equal to 2kπ/n,
k = 0, 1, .., n− 1. Recall from Theorem (4.9) that αβ satisfies (4.2) (which holds ex-
cept at t = (2k + 1)π/n). We begin with αβ on the interval (0, 2π/n) . Let p be the
intersection of L0 (parallel to the real axis) and L1. These non-collinear lines form
the boundary of four unbounded open connected sectors, and we define S to be the
sector with vertex p for which the (distinct) cusps αβ (0) ∈ L0 and αβ (2π/n) ∈ L1
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belong to ∂S. By equation (4.2), argα′β (t) decreasing and argα
′
β (0)
+
= π. Thus
the curve αβ lies ”above” L0. If αβ were to cross L1 at some t1 ∈ (0, 2π/n) , then
argα′β (t
′
1) < 2π/n for some t
′
1 ∈ (t1, 2π/n) in order for argα′β (2π/n)− = 2π/n
in equation (4.3) to hold. However argα′β ((0, 2π/n)) ⊂ (2π/n, π) so no such in-
tersection can occur, and we conclude that αβ restricted to (0, 2π/n) lies within
the region S. Moreover, because argα′β (t) decreases strictly, with total change
π− 2π/n < π, αβ must be one to one on (0, 2π/n) . Now let k = 1, 2, .., n, and con-
sider the curve αβ restricted to (2kπ/n, 2 (k + 1)π/n) . By rotational symmetry of
fβ, αβ (t+ 2kπ/n) = e
i2kpi/nαβ (t), αβ is also one to one on (2kπ/n, 2 (k + 1)π/n),
and the graph αβ ((2kπ/n, 2 (k + 1)π/n)) ⊆ ei2kpi/nS. We complete the proof for
β ∈ (0, π/2) by showing that the sets {ei2kpi/nS : k = 0, 1, ..., n− 1} are pair-
wise disjoint. Because of rotational symmetry, the line ei2kpi/nL0 passes through
ei2kpi/nαβ (0) = αβ (2kπ/n) , a cusp, and e
i2kpi/nL0 has argument 2kπ/n, so
ei2kpi/nL0 = Lk. Similarly e
i2kpi/nL1 = Lk+1. Thus e
i2kpi/nS is a sector with
sides Lk and Lk+1, and vertex at their point of intersection e
i2kpi/np. The points{
ei2kpi/np : k = 0, .., n− 1} form the vertices of a regular n-gon, that we denote
by P. Then P is centered on the origin, and we have Im p > 0, since the cusp
αβ (0) has argument ψ = argαβ (0) ∈ (0, π/4) by Lemma 3.11 (ii). Note also
that Ln = L0, and Ln−1 = e−i2pi/nL0. Thus L0 and Ln−1 intersect at e−i2pi/np,
with Im
(
e−i2pi/np
)
= Im (p) . Therefore p is in the second quadrant, and e−i2pi/np
is in the first quadrant. We conclude that one bounding side of the sector S is
{z ∈ L0 : arg z ≤ arg p}. By rotational symmetry, the second side of S is
{z ∈ L1 : arg z ≤ 2π/n+ arg p}. Thus the rays {z ∈ Lk : arg z ≤ 2kπ/n+ arg p}
that extend the sides of P, each originating at ei2kpi/np and extending in the di-
rection of decreasing argument, form the boundaries of the sectors ei2kpi/nS, where
k = 0, 1, ..., n− 1 (see Figure 7 (left) where S is shaded).
-1 1
-1
1
L0
L1
L2
Ln-1
Sã
i2ΠnS
ã
i4ΠnS ã-i2ΠnS
p
L0
L1
L2
L3
L4
L0'
L1'
L2'
L3'
L4'
S' E
ã
i2ΠnE
p
Figure 7. The sector S and regular n-gon P (left). The set S′ lies on the non-zero side
of the line L0, and is bounded by L
′
0 and L
′
1 (right).
Various approaches are possible to demonstrate that the sectors ei2kpi/nS are
disjoint. For instance, note that arg p = π/2+π/n, and consider the related sector
S′ = {z ∈ ext (P ) : arg z ∈ (π/2− π/n, π/2 + π/n)} .
The sets ei2kpi/nS′ are clearly disjoint for k = 0, 1, ..., n− 1, since the arguments of
points in the sets ei2kpi/nS′ for distinct k ∈ {0, 1, ..., n− 1} are in disjoint intervals
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(see the right of Figure 7, where S′ is region that is shaded). Let L′k be the line
through the origin and with argument π/2 + (2k − 1)π/n, and let E be the set
E = {z ∈ ext (P ) : arg z ≤ π/2− π/n, Im z > Im p} , bounded by L0 and L′0 and
P. We obtain S from S′ by including the set E, and excluding the set ei2kpi/nE
(darker shaded region in the right of Figure 7) from S′. Then S = S′ ∪E\ei2pi/nE,
and by rotational symmetry,
ei2kpi/nS = ei2kpi/nS′ ∪ ei2kpi/nE\ei2(k+1)pi/nE.
Thus to obtain ei2kpi/nS we have simply removed a sector with vertex ei2(k−1)pi/n,
namely ei2kpi/nE, from the set ei2kpi/nS′ and included its rotation ei2(k+1)pi/nE
to obtain ei2(k+1)pi/nS′. Because the sets ei2kpi/nS′ are disjoint, so are the sets{
ei2kpi/nS : k = 0, 1, .., n− 1} .
If β = 0 then p = 0 and the argument above does not apply, but a simple proof
follows if we adapt the proof for β ∈ (0, π/2) and define the sector S to be S =
{z ∈ C : arg z ∈ (0, 2π/n)} , in which case the sectors {e2kpii/nS : k = 0, 1, ..., n− 1}
are clearly disjoint.
If β = π/2, then we adapt the proof so that Lk is the line passing through node
αpi/2 (2kπ/n) with argument α
′
pi/2 (2kπ/n)
+
. The sectors then are bounded by the
lines Lk, and the same same argument applies to show α˜pi/2 is one to one on S (note
that arg α˜pi/2 ((0, 2π/n)) ⊂ (π/2 + π/ (2n) , π) rather than argα′β ((0, 2π/n)) ⊂
(2π/n, π)). 
Theorem 5.2. For any n ≥ 3 in N, the harmonic functions fβ (z), β ∈ R defined
in Definition 3.5 are univalent, and so they are harmonic mappings.
Proof. We apply the argument principle for harmonic functions of [DHL96] to ob-
tain univalence of fβ . We proved in Lemma 5.1 that for β ∈ [0, π/2), the boundary
curve αβ (t) = fβ
(
eit
)
on ∂U is a simple closed curve about the origin. Although
αpi/2 has arcs of constancy, the winding number about each point enclosed by the
curve αβ is still 1, so the argument principle applies for β = π/2. Choose an
arbitrary point w0 enclosed by the curve αβ . Then define f = fβ − w0, a har-
monic function continuous in U¯ , which does not have a zero on ∂U . Moreover,
since |ωf | = |ω| < 1 in U , f does not have any singular zeros in U . We see that
f
(
eit
)
= αβ (t) − w0 has index 1 about the origin for t ∈ ∂U , so it follows from
the argument principle that f has exactly one zero in U . Thus fβ (z0) = w0 for a
unique z0 ∈ U. Since the choice of z0 ∈ U was arbitrary, we see that fβ is onto the
region enclosed by αβ . If w1 is in the exterior of the region enclosed by the curve αβ ,
then consider the function f˜ = fβ−w1. The harmonic function f˜ satisfies the same
hypotheses as did f, but the winding number of f˜
(
eit
)
about the origin is zero.
Thus there is no z1 ∈ U for which fβ (z1) = w1. Therefore fβ (U) is contained in the
interior of the region bounded by αβ . If β ∈ (−π/2, 0), then fβ is univalent since it
is a reflection of f−β where −β > 0. Finally if β 6∈ (−π/2, π/2] then fβ fβ (z) is a
rotation of fβ
(
e−ilpi/nz
)
for some l ∈ Z by Corollary 3.9, so is also univalent. 
Remark 5.3. On sectors S of the closed unit disk for which gn (S) is convex, we
can show that gn is relatively more contractive than hn, in that for any two points
z0 and z1 in the sector,
|hn (z0)− hn (z1)| ≥ |gn (z0)− gn (z1)|
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Moreover the inequality is strict when at least one point is not on ∂U. This fact can
be used to show that fβ is one to one in the sectors S of U¯ with argument in the
range [0, π/n), or with argument in the range [π/n, 2π/n). This leads to a direct
proof of univalence that does not rely on the argument principle.
We now define a fundamental set, rotations of which make up the graph of the
rosette harmonic mapping fβ. This set has an interesting decomposition into two
curvilinear triangles when β = 0, or into a curvilinear triangle and curvilinear bigon
for |β| ∈ (0, π/2]. Moreover, the triangle is nowhere convex for |β| ∈ (0, π/2], and
when β = π/2 the bigon has reflectional symmetry.
Definition 5.4. For an interval I with |I| < 2π, define the sector SI of the closed
unit disk U¯ to be SI =
{
z ∈ U¯ : arg z ∈ I, 0 ≤ r ≤ 1}. For n ∈ N, n ≥ 3, β ∈
(−π/2, π/2], let fβ be the rosette mapping defined in Definition 3.5, and define the
fundamental set of the rosette mapping fβ to be
Aβ,n = fβ
(
S[0,2pi/n)
)
= {fβ (z) : 0 ≤ |z| ≤ 1, 0 ≤ arg z < 2π/n} .
Figure 8. Fundamental sets Api/5,5 (left) and Api/2,5 (right)
The univalence of fβ implies that the set fβ
(
S[a,b)
)
is bounded by the image
of fβ
(
∂S[a,b)
)
, for |b− a| < 2π. Thus the fundamental set Aβ,n is bounded by
fβ
(
∂S[0,2pi/n)
)
. Definition 5.4 and the following proposition apply only to β ∈
(−π/2, π/2], but we will use the fundamental sets Aβ,n with β from this restricted
range to express the graph of the rosette mapping fβ˜
(
U¯
)
, for any β˜ ∈ R.
For β ∈ (−π/2, π/2] we note a further interesting decomposition in Proposition
5.5 of the set Aβ,n for β 6= 0 into a curvilinear triangle with sides that are nowhere
convex, and a curvilinear bigon, the latter having reflectional symmetry when β =
π/2 (see Figure 8).
Proposition 5.5. Let n ∈ N, n ≥ 3 and β ∈ (−π/2, π/2]. Let Aβ,n be the fun-
damental set defined in 5.4 for the rosette mapping fβ of Definition 3.1. The set
Aβ,n is a curvilinear triangle subtending an angle of 2π/n at the origin. Moreover,
Aβ,n is the disjoint union
Aβ,n = fβ
(
S[0,pi/n)
) ∪ fβ (S[pi/n,2pi/n)) .
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(i) For β ∈ (0, π/2), the set fβ
(
∂S[0,pi/n)
)
is a curvilinear triangle with sides that
are nowhere convex. The set fβ
(
∂S[pi/n,2pi/n)
)
is a curvilinear bigon, where one
side is strictly convex, and the other side has a single inflection point. The angle
subtended at the origin, both by the bigon and the triangle, is π/n. The remaining
angles in the bigon and triangle are 0.
(ii) If β = π/2 then the statements in (i) hold, except the angle subtended by the
bigon at the node of fpi/2 is π/2− π/n. Additionally, the bigon fpi/2
(
∂S[pi/n,2pi/n)
)
is symmetric about the line through the vertices of the bigon.
(iii) When β ∈ (−π/2, 0), the conclusions of (i) except fβ
(
∂S[pi/n,2pi/n)
)
is the
curvilinear triangle and fβ
(
∂S[0,pi/n)
)
is the curvilinear bigon.
(iv) When β = 0, the sides of fβ
(
∂S[0,pi/n)
)
and fβ
(
∂S[pi/n,2pi/n)
)
incident with the
origin are line segments, and the curvilinear triangles fβ
(
∂S[0,pi/n)
)
and fβ
(
∂S[pi/n,2pi/n)
)
are reflections of one another in the line containing their common side.
Proof. We let αβ (t) = fβ
(
eit
)
on ∂U. The proofs that follow combine facts about
the image of fβ along radial lines of U in Lemma 3.11, and limits of argα
′
β at cusps
and nodes. The image Aβ,n = fβ
(
S[0,2pi/n)
)
is bounded by fβ
(
∂S[0,2pi/n)
)
. Since
fβ (1) and fβ
(
ei2pi/n
)
are distinct, fβ
(
∂S[0,2pi/n)
)
is a curvilinear triangle (even
when β = π/2). At the origin, Lemma 3.11 (ii) states that fβ (r) and fβ
(
reipi/n
)
have tangents with arguments β/2 and β/2+π/n. The side fβ
(
rei2pi/n
)
is a rotation
by 2π/n of fβ (r) , and so the argument of its tangent at 0 is β/2+ 2π/n. Thus the
angle subtended by the vertex of Aβ,n at the origin is 2π/n. We now prove (i). Our
observations about ∂∂r arg fβ (r) ,
∂
∂r arg fβ
(
reipi/n
)
, and ∂∂r arg fβ
(
rei2pi/n
)
at the
origin show that the angle subtended by fβ
(
∂S[0,pi/n)
)
and by fβ
(
∂S[pi/n,2pi/n)
)
at
the origin is π/n. At the boundary, we have by equation (4.10) with k = 1 in Corol-
lary 4.10 that argα′β (t)→ π/2+π/n as t→ π/n+. This matches ∂∂r arg fβ
(
reipi/n
)
at fβ
(
eipi/n
)
= αβ (π/n), by Lemma 3.11 (ii). Thus fβ
(
reipi/n
)
and αβ (t) join to
form a single smooth curve, together forming one side of fβ
(
∂S[0,2pi/n)
)
, whence
the bigon. From Lemma 3.11 (ii), ∂∂r arg fβ
(
reipi/n
)
is strictly increasing, yet
argα′β
(
eit
)
is strictly decreasing by (4.2). Thus fβ
(
eipi/n
)
is an inflection point
where curvature changes sign on the bigon. We also have ∂∂r arg fβ (r) is strictly
decreasing, while ∂∂r arg fβ
(
reipi/n
)
is strictly increasing. Thus the sides of the
triangle fβ
(
∂S[0,pi/n)
)
are nowhere convex. Returning to the bigon, we now see
that its second side fβ
(
rei2pi/n
)
is strictly convex, since fβ
(
rei2pi/n
)
is a rotation
about the origin of fβ (r). We complete the proof of (i) by observing that when
β ∈ [0, π/2), the vertices fβ
(
ei2pi/n
)
and fβ (1) are cusps of αβ , and the angle
subtended at fβ
(
ei2pi/n
)
and fβ (1) is 0.
Now we turn to (ii), with β = π/2. We observed reflectional symmetry in The-
orem 3.10 (iii) of fpi/2
(
re−ipi/n
)
and fpi/2 (r) about the axis through 0 and the
node fpi/2 (1) . Rotating by 2π/n, the ray through 0 and the node fpi/2
(
ei2pi/n
)
is
also an axis of reflectional symmetry, in which the sides f
(
reipi/n
)
and f
(
rei2pi/n
)
of the bigon are reflected. To see the subtended angle at the boundary αpi/2,
we use Lemma 3.11 (ii) as above to see the tangent of fpi/2
(
reipi/n
)
approaches
π/2 + π/n as r → 1−. By the formula in the proof of Corollary 4.11 with k = 1,
arg α˜′pi/2 (t) also approaches π/2 + π/n as t → 2π/n−. We conclude that the side
fpi/2
(
reipi/n
)
of the bigon becomes tangent to the boundary α˜pi/2 at the node
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fpi/2
(
eipi/n
)
= fpi/2
(
ei2pi/n
)
as t → 2π/n−. By reflectional symmetry, the sec-
ond side of the bigon fpi/2
(
rei2pi/n
)
becomes tangent to the boundary α˜pi/2 at as
t→ 2π/n+. Thus the angle subtended in the bigon at fpi/2
(
ei2pi/n
)
is the same as
the interior angle of the nodes of α˜pi/2, namely π/2− π/n by Corollary 4.11.
The statements in (iii) follow readily using reflectional symmetry. For (iv)
we already noted in Lemma 3.11 (iii) that the images of f0 (r) , f0
(
reipi/n
)
and
f0
(
rei2pi/n
)
are linear. Reflectional symmetry was established in Corollary 4.14. 
We finish by decomposing the graph of an arbitrary rosette mapping into a
disjoint union of n rotations of a fundamental set of Definition 5.4.
Corollary 5.6. Let n ≥ 3 and β˜ ∈ R. The set fβ˜
(
U¯
)
can be written as a disjoint
union of rotations of Aβ,n. Specifically if β˜ = β + lπ for β ∈ (−π/2, π/2] then
fβ˜
(
U¯
)
= il
n⋃
k=1
ei(2k+l)pi/nAβ,n.
Proof. By Corollary 3.9 we have fβ˜ (z) = e
il(pi/n+pi/2)fβ
(
e−ilpi/nz
)
. Thus
fβ˜
(
U¯
)
= fβ˜
(
eilU¯
)
= eil(pi/n+pi/2)fβ
(
U¯
)
= ileilpi/n
n⋃
k=1
ei2kpi/nAβ,n.

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